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It has been a week of steady progress for most of the markets we cover, made
notable on Wednesday by the NDX index recording a new all-time high at
7,210.08. This in itself does not bring the long corrective phase to a close,
since the NDX managed to break out briefly in early March without the SPX
following suit. However, we have always been of the view that time would be
an important component in completing the corrective process, and the
additional three months of economic and corporate news since the last
breakout might just be enough to take the broader equity market with it this
time around.

Of course for this to take place, the strong resistance around 2,800 in the SPX
needs to be surpassed. Wednesday’s close at 2,772.35 brings this target within
range of a decent session and there is a more orderly look to the current
advance than the failed March rally. Given that the half year mark is only
three weeks away the stakes are quite high, with a break above 2800
potentially being fueled by quarter end allocations by investors who have sat
out the last 4 months. On the other hand another failed attempt at clearing
resistance would likely lead to another swift traverse of the trading range,
which we assume now extends down to the rising 200 day ma at 2,644 (115
points higher than it was when it was tested in February).
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Clearly the recent rally has lent heavily on the Technology sector, which has
risen 7.17% over the last month compared to a 4.09% advance by the overall
SPX index. However, index beating performance has also been delivered by
Materials (5.28%) and Consumer Discretionary (5.06%), with the latter
helped by a sharp rebound in traditional retailers. Industrials (4.85%) and
Healthcare (4.19%) also beat the index. Given that this groups represents
about 65% of the total market cap this is a reasonably broad advance, and
the only really weak performance was delivered by Utilities (-6.55%),
Staples (0.13%), Real Estate (1.84%) and Telecom (1.85%). As we have
written before, a correction which sees relative strength in economically
sensitive large cap equities and small caps and relative weakness in
defensive sectors is unlikely to represent the start of a new bear market.

Outside of the US matters remain a little trickier. There is no doubt that
investor sentiment has been more damaged in Europe, Asia and (in
particular) Latin America, however, not all of this negativity looks to be
justified. As far as Asia is concerned, many of the key benchmarks have
technology weightings even larger than the US, but trade concerns have
been much more damaging to equity performance. We would not minimize
the impact of a trade dispute centered on an area of technology such as
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semi-conductors, but the flipside of this is that the avoidance of a conflict
would lead to a rapid catching up by Asian markets.

We note that the MSCI Emerging Market Technology sector (up 5.2%) now lags
the SPX Technology sector by 10.25% YTD, wiping out most of its
outperformance in 2017. It is notable that both indexes are now starting to
move higher in lockstep, and we think it unlikely that a breakout by the US
technology sector would leave the EM equivalent becalmed. This of course has
important ramifications for the overall MXEF index, which closed Wednesday at
1,150.17, just below the intersection of its 50 and 200 day ma at 1,153.

Outside of Technology the complex continues to be damaged by currency
weakness, which now mostly resides in Latin America. However, unlike prior
EM FX crises such as 1997, 2011 or 2014, which were preceded by substantial
weakening of fundamental trade and current account flows, the current
correction seems to be mostly mediated by financial flows. This is truer of
countries like Brazil and Malaysia than the poorly managed Turkish economy,
but the powerful returns generated by a number of macro funds in May
confirms that much of the weakening resulted from substantial bets placed in

FX markets, with investor outflows from fixed income and equity markets then
creating some further weakness. This does not make the losses suffered any
less “real”, but these types of moves are much easier to halt and reverse than a
true fundamental deterioration.

However, for confidence to be rebuilt we will probably need to see a calming of
political rhetoric in key countries such as Brazil and Mexico, both of which are
entering contentious election periods. Central banks have at least been quick to
react, with rate hikes in Indonesia and India helping calm FX markets this week,
and Brazil’s central bank increased its use of currency swaps to support the BRL.

We also have seen a buildup of stress within EM to a level that that has marked
prior bottoms. Citibank’s EM Macro Risk index for instance has risen
dramatically since January from 0.27 to 0.73 in late May. Since any reading
above 0.5 represents an unwillingness to hold high risk portions of the EM
complex this represents a very substantial change to investor positioning since
the January peak. Recent sessions have seen the index decline back down to
0.65, indicating that the liquidation pressure has started to moderate but we
would need to see the index close below its 50 day ma (currently 59.4) for a
reliable signal that the worst is behind us.



S&P 500

The SPX traded up 12.25 points or +0.40% on Monday and in doing so the index broke out above the small short term double top at the May
14th/ May 22nd intra-day highs at 2,740 and has pushed higher since. However inconsequential that minor technical feature may seem, it opens
the door for the large cap index to challenge to key resistance at the 2,800 level. The SPX has been led higher by the NDX and RTY and if the
broader index can overtake that level it will likely participate more evenly with the other two US equity indexes we track in these pages going
forward. MACD has hooked higher through its signal line, remains firmly in positive territory and has continued in the uptrend from the early
April lows. We continue to believe that however the shorter term price action unfolds that the four month price consolidation will continue to
be resolved to the upside. We now mark first support at 2,700 and second at 2,680.
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NASDAQ 100

On Friday of last week the NDX broke out above 3-week tight consolidating price pattern with a +1.67% rally that surpassed first resistance at
7,000. We had believed that a move above that level would put the March 13th highs in easy reach of the bulls and that thesis proved to be
correct. The rally followed through this week and yesterday the index notched a new record closing high at 7,210.08. The NDX is up 3.35% over
the course of the past five trading days versus a gain of 1.77% in the SPX. MACD avoided penetrating its signal line and is climbing higher in
positive territory bettering the March highs. We now mark first support at the 7,000 level and second at 6,750.
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Russell 2000

After a brief pullback last Wednesday the RTY resumed its rally to yet another new closing high yesterday. The small cap Index closed up +11.32
points or +0.68% to 1,675.99 on the day. Since the beginning of March when the current run of relative outperformance began the RTY is up
11.03% vs a gain of 3.37% in the SPX. MACD has exceeded its January highs and a further continuation of the rally would drive the momentum
indicator to a level that would confirm the new all-time high in price. We now first support at 1,650 and second at 1,600.
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VXO

The VXO index continues to push lower as investors lose their appetite for hedges. Our assumption has been that an SPX index retest of key
resistance at 2800 would be accompanied by a VXO reading of around 10 and Wednesday’s close at 11.38 makes this look quite realistic.

Given the messy experience of early 2018 and more complicated political and operating environment we doubt that the VXO will fall much
lower than 10 even if the SPX were to break out to a new all-time high. October 2017’s ultra-low 6.84 reading looks unlikely to be challenged,
but any reading in single digits would indicate a risk on mindset has taken hold once more.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

Over the past five trading days the MXEF has rallied from a 4 month low at just above key support at the 1,100 level. The 37.42 or +3.36% rally
over the past five trading sessions has driven the EM index into a confluence of trend line, price and trend line resistance at the 1,150 level (this
now marks first resistance). The rally was aided in part by stabilization in EM currencies and Chinese equities. We continue to consider the 1,100
level as key support and are hopeful that it will not be violated. We now mark second resistance at 1,200.
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10 Year Treasury Note

The Italian influence over US treasury yields looks to have been fleeting with the entire yield curve rising strongly in recent sessions with gains
in 2, 5, 10 and 30 year yields ranging between 10 and 13 bp. This took the 10 year note yield back to 2.97% at Wednesday’s close, back to its level
just before Italy’s coalition building process rattled global markets.

Although the 10 year yield looks to be back in its rising trend the longer term 30 year yield still looks to be stubbornly range-bound between
2.95% and 3.25% and Wednesday’s close at 3.12% puts the yield just over the half-way mark for this rang. There is no clear evidence that the
long bond is ready to break out at the current time, and unless this changes the 10 year yield is unlikely to move much higher than 3.10% in the
coming weeks. A breakout by the long bond yield would of course change the entire characteristic of the yield curve, allowing it to shift higher
as the FOMC hikes without suffering further flattening or an inversion.
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US Dollar

Last week we noticed the first hint that the rally from the April lows had run out of steam. Further weakness, although not extensive at this
time has continued to creep into the DXY over the past five trading sessions. Although MACD is still elevated in positive territory a loss of
upside momentum is witnessed by the oscillator rolling over through its signal line. There is a confluence of support where round number
support and both moving averages are converging at the 92 level. This now marks our first support and we are inclined to give the DXY bulls the
benefit of the doubt unless it is violated. We continue to mark first resistance at 95.
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Gold

Gold is currently the least interesting chart in our universe. There is nothing wrong with this status (it beats being interesting but weak), and
over the years we have seen long periods of tedium end with a powerful move either higher or lower. However, for the time-being gold’s price is
essentially driven entirely by FX movements, with the metal rising when the USD declines and vice-versa, and with currency moves themselves
moderating, the metal has been stuck in a tight $18 range (roughly 1.5%) over the last 5 sessions.

Wednesday’s close at $1296.3 left the metal midway between key support at $1280 and important resistance at $1325, and there is little sign
that the metal is preparing a test of either level in the immediate future.
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Crude Oil

The front month WTI futures contract continued to decline through the end of last week. Over the past three days it has stabilized in the $64-
$66 range but MACD had been accelerating lower and has quickly entered negative territory mirroring February’s sharp decline in the
momentum oscillator. Although prices have hung on to the uptrend from June lows it is looking increasingly likely that if Crude Oil does not
hold current levels key round number support at the $60 level will be tested.
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Copper

There is finally some sign of movement in the copper chart with the metal’s price bursting higher over the last week to reach $7220 at
Wednesday’s close, its highest since mid-February. As impressive as this move has been its still keeps the metal in its multi-month range with
the 2018 high at $7312 marking the target that needs to be surpassed. Resistance between the current price can be expected to be quite strong,
but an upside breach would leave the metal with nothing to contend with until it reaches round number resistance at $7500 and potentially
indicate that the post 2016 bull market has started another leg higher.
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